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ABOUT THE
REPORT
was no need to restate any of the data published in previous reports, except as indicated
otherwise. For further information or any suggestions or questions about this document,
please contact us by e-mail, at dri@elekeiroz.
com.br, or by telephone, at +55 (11) 3179-7582.
GRI G4-13, G4-22, G4-31

This sustainability report presents information on our management, governance and
performance for the period commencing
on January 1st and ending on December 31st
of 2014, as well as prospects and business
strategies for the next few years. Published
annually since 2009, the document follows
the guidelines issued by our holding company Itaúsa – Investimentos Itaú S.A. and the
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) model, version G4, with the Comprehensive “in accordance” option. GRI G4-28, G4-30, G4-32
The economic and financial data are in line
with the International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS), have been audited by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), and are filed with
Brazil’s Securities Commission (CVM, the initials in Portuguese) and BMF&Bovespa. The
social and environmental information has not
been subject to external verification. GRI G4-33
The information in this report refers to the
three of our industrial sites – one in Várzea
Paulista, São Paulo, and two in Camaçari, Bahia
– and has been selected based on a materiality
matrix formulated jointly by upper management executives, shareholders, customers,
suppliers, employees, communities, governments, and the academia. The final document
was approved by the chairman of the Management Board. GRI G4-17, G4-25, G4-48
There have been no changes in size, structure,
equity interests or supply chain, and there

MATERIALITY MATRIX
GRI G4-18

In order to strengthen our dialog with stakeholders and provide them with information
that will better meet their demands, we conducted a materiality test in 2013, a process
that resulted in 46 priority themes being
listed and categorized as economic, environmental and social.
Employees, shareholders, customers, suppliers,
communities and government representatives, as well as educational and research institutions, were invited to answer an electronic
questionnaire and rate each of the themes covered as to its materiality (none, low, medium or
high). The results are reflected in the materiality matrix. GRI G4-24, G4-25, G4-26
Altogether, 38 stakeholder representatives
and six upper management members answered the questionnaire, totaling 44 individuals. GRI G4-24
In furtherance of a more mature management
and improved reporting, for 2014 we have
expanded the scope of this report according
to the guidelines from the latest version of
GRI G4, to include environmental and social
themes, as well as an item relating to the local
communities which is considered to be material by the Company. The result of that expansion is shown in the figure below. GRI G4-23
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GRI G4-18

Materiality Matrix – Theme Importance Degree
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Impact on the Company
The following table shows the material aspects determined from the study, as well as
their boundaries and related indicators: GRI G4-19, G4-20, G4-21, G4-27
HIGH-IMPACT AND
HIGH-INFLUENCE ASPECTS

IN

OUT

RELATED
INDICATORS

X

X

EC1 | EC2 | EC3 | EC4

6. Energy consumption

X

X

EN3 | EN4 | EN5 | EN6 | EN7

7. Water resources and water reuse

X

X

EN8 | EN9 | EN10

10. Effluent and waste control

X

X

EN22 | EN23 | EN24 | EN25 | EN26

12. Compliance with laws and regulations and
relationship channels

X

X

EN29

13. Significant environmental impacts of transport

X

X

EN30

Economic
1. Economic performance
Environmental

Social – Labor practices and decent work
19. Occupational health and safety

X

LA5 | LA6 | LA7 | LA8

X

HR7

Social – Human Rights
30. Security practices
Social – Society
35. Local communities

X

39. Compliance

X

X

SO1 | SO2
SO8

Social – Service responsibility
42. Customer health and
safety using our products

X

X

PR1 | PR2

43. Product and service labeling

X

X

PR3 | PR4 | PR5

46. Compliance

X

PR9
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MESSAGE FROM
MANAGEMENT
GRI G4-1

ti-synergies arising out of the interconnection between the industrial gas plant
acquired in late 2013 and the alcohol plant
at Camaçari.

The Brazilian economy remained practically stagnant in 2014, with GDP growth
of only 0.1 percent. The manufacturing
sector, for its part, displayed a 3.8-percent
decrease in production, according to the
Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE). The chemical industry’s performance was even worse, down 4.5 percent in volume produced. Following suit,
we saw our production decrease by 5 percent, and net sales revenues by 7 percent.
In this context of shrinking volumes, we
saw our margins decline as a result of
cost increases due to: (i) higher prices
for our main raw materials; (ii) less efficiency at our plants by reason of the low
production level; and (iii) transitional an-

Our prudent approach to management,
aimed at keeping control over costs under such restrictive circumstances, did
not compromise our mid- and long-term
focus: we completed the strategic planning cycle in 2014, which redefined our
Mission, Vision and Values, set strategic
development axes, and prioritized actions
to be translated into projects with designated owners, targets and timetables.
For the short term, we focused our efforts
on the investment to interconnect the industrial gas plant acquired in 2013 and our
compound, both located at Camaçari. The
construction works are within the specified budget and on schedule, with completion expected for the second quarter of
2015. This is an investment of paramount
importance because not only does it ensure the supply of raw materials, it is also
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RODOLFO
VILLELA MARINO
CHAIRMAN OF THE
MANAGEMENT
BOARD

GRI G4-1

meant to improve our competitiveness and expand
our product offerings. In the course of 2015, we will
also start reaping the rewards of actions initiated in
2014 focusing on operational excellence and competitiveness improvement programs.
For the mid and long terms, innovation is the key to our
getting back on the path of growth. Therefore, we acquired an exclusive right to use a butanol and ethanol
production technology based on a bio-fermentation
process. We also developed a new line of non-phthalate plasticizers following a world market trend.
On the governance front, we intensified the advertising and use of the Conduct Hot Line (“Disk Conduta”),
an incident reporting channel that allows for direct
contact with the President’s office. We provided our
teams with training in two key aspects of our Code of
Ethics: anticorruption behavior, and respect for competitive practices.
We advanced in safety by adopting modern management tools for personal and process safety. The few accidents we had were low-severity and low-impact ones.
As we attained 120 years of existence in 2014, we were
well into the process of cementing sustainable foundations for our future. It was the year in which we
prepared ourselves to be more competitive and break
into new markets that we believe will enable us to fully realize our potentialities in line with our vision: to
be the regional leader in our business segments, participating in the diversification of the nation’s chemical industry and creating solutions to the challenges
facing our customers and society.

MARCOS ANTONIO
DE MARCHI
PRESIDENT AND CEO

2014
HIGHLIGHTS
Completion of the strategic planning cycle.
Acquisition of an exclusive right to use a technology
based on bio-fermentation processes to produce
butanol in Latin America.
Development and launch of a new line of non-phthalate
plasticizers, following world market trends.
Replacement of the integrated information technology
system with one that is more robust and has had
a significant impact on internal control and risk
management improvements.
Advancement in the interconnection project between the
industrial gas plant we acquired in late 2013 and the oxoalcohol plant, both at the Camaçari Industrial Complex.
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KEY INDICATORS
Economic and Financial (R$1,000)

2011

2012

2013

2014

Net revenue

776,693

899,809

1,004,080

934,980

Gross profit

89,570

96,150

104,889

45,721

1,217

2,085

44,023

-47,573

Net profit/loss

14,827

459

39,400

-32,342

Ebitda

27,034

38,392

80,519

-6,689

3.5%

4.3%

8.0%

-0.7%

476,704

476,152

504,080

465,116

30,283

43,211

27,794

100,039

6.4%

9.1%

5.5%

21.5%

87,912

69,169

162,873

39,281

Total shipped volume

443

463

471

448

Organic chemicals

222

244

236

217

190

196

204

183

32

48

32

34

221

219

235

231

Operating profit/loss

Ebitda margin (%)
Shareholders’ equity
Net debt
Net debt/Shareholders’ equity (%)
Added Value
Operational (1,000 tons)

- Domestic market
- Exports
Inorganic chemicals
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120 years – a long
history of success
in Brazil’s Chemical
Industry
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At the second and third steps of the petrochemical supply chain, our products are used by other industrial processing companies, which will
supply end consumers in the building and construction, footwear and apparel, paint and coatings, automotive and food industries, as well as
the agribusiness, amongst others. GRI G4-8

Our 120-year anniversary represented the consolidation of our historical trajectory of success
in the industry as a pioneering producer of various chemicals in Brazil.
Our search for excellence (people and processes), accountability, innovation and entrepreneurialism have always been and continue to be
the pillars supporting our sustainable growth
and creation of value for our stakeholders.
This recipe for success is underpinned by our
resolve to provide not only chemicals, but much
more: the best solutions for our customers.

We are the only integrated producer of oxo
derivatives (octanol, butanol, iso-butanol, and
2-ethyl hexanoic acid), phthalic and maleic anhydrides, and various types of plasticizers in all
of South America. Our diversified product range
is complemented by unsaturated polyester resin lines, some of which are produced with raw
materials from renewable sources, as well as
formaldehyde, urea formaldehyde concentrate
and sulfuric acid. GRI G4-4
Our operations are concentrated in three conveniently located production plants. One of
them is in the city of Várzea Paulista, São Paulo, which is also home to our headquarters,

MISSION
GRI G4-56

To provide a portfolio of solutions for
customers in the chemical market,
continuously seeking excellence
and innovation in business with and
through people, respecting and acting
in accordance with our values, and
thus creating sustainable value for our
shareholders and stakeholders.

VISION
GRI G4-56

To be the regional leader in our business
segments, participating in the diversification
of the nation’s chemical industry and
creating solutions to the challenges facing
our customers and society.

VALUES
GRI G4-56

Safety & Responsibility
Excellence & Customers
C
 ommitment & Passion for Performance
Innovation & Entrepreneurialism
Learning & People
Ethics & Sustainability

is 65 kilometers away from the state capital,
and has access to key state highways, such as
Bandeirantes, Anhanguera, and D. Pedro I. In
addition, the São Paulo site has a railway terminal connected to the Port of Santos for ease
of receiving raw materials and shipping out
products. The two other plants are within the
Camaçari Industrial Complex, Bahia, and are
connected to the petrochemical plant by pipelines, which ensures availability of raw materials and utilities and easy access to the ports of
Aratu and Salvador. GRI G4-5, G4-6
For 2014, our sales totaled 448,000 tons,
earning us R$935 million in net income.
The domestic market accounted for 87 percent of that income, and exports for the remaining 13 percent. At the close of the year,
we had 724 employees engaged under the
labor laws and covered by collective bargaining agreements with their respective
unions. GRI G4-8, G4-9, G4-11

Our operations are
concentrated in three
conveniently located
plants: one in the city
of Várzea Paulista,
São Paulo, and
two at the Camaçari
Industrial
Complex, Bahia
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OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE – 12/31/2014

Controlled by the holding company Itaúsa, Elekeiroz S.A. is a Brazilian publicly-held business with
shares traded on the BMF&Bovespa commodities, futures and stock exchange. GRI G4-3, G4-7

FAMILY
E.S.A.

61.37% ON
16.93% PN
34.01% TOTAL

38.63% ON
83.07% PN
65.99% TOTAL

FREE FLOAT

98.3% ON
95.0% PN
96.5% TOTAL

FREE FLOAT
1.7% ON
5.0% PN
3.5% TOTAL

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION
GRI G4-26

We carried out several stakeholder engagement
actions over the year:

 articipation in trade shows related to our busiP
ness both in Brazil and abroad.

 artnership with educational institutions to reP
ceive visits from students interested in getting to
know our manufacturing facilities.

 ttendance at the meeting of the Association of
A
Capital Market Analysts and Investment Professionals (known for short in Portuguese as Apimec) held by our holding company – Itaúsa.

 articipation in several theme commissions that
P
are formed at the Brazilian Chemical Industry
Association (known for short in Portuguese as
Abiquim) to promote the development of the
country’s chemical industry.

 e intensified the advertising and encouraged
W
the use of Conduct Hot Line, an important channel establishing direct contact of employees with
the president’s office and also open to the other
stakeholders. GRI G4-49, G4-57, G4-58

PRODUCT
PORTFOLIO
Applications
GRI G4-4

PHTHALIC ANHYDRIDE
OXO ALCOHOLS

(Octanol, Butanol,
Isobutanol)

plasticizers, polyester
and alkyd resins, synthetic
colorants, PVC stabilizers,
paint driers.

acrylates, plasticizers, paints
and coatings, acetates,
detergents, surfactants,
herbicides.

2-ETHYL HEXANOIC
ACID
paint driers,
heat stabilizers,
lubricants.

FUMARIC ACID

polyester, alkyd and
phenolic resins,
elastomers, adhesives,
food additives.

GRI G4-4

PLASTICIZERS

SULFURIC ACID

UNSATURATED
POLYESTER RESINS

MALEIC ANHYDRIDE

footwear PVC compounds,
laminated and flat films,
power wires and cables,
vinyl flooring systems,
food-contact films.

molded parts for buses, boats,
bathtubs, tanks, roof tiles, toilet
seats, patio furniture, auto repair
putty, synthetic marble.

FORMALDEHYDE AND
UREA FORMALDEHYDE
(UF) CONCENTRATE
resins for wooden boards,
adhesives, glues, bactericidal,
germicidal and
disinfecting agent.

fertilizers, detergents,
pulp and paper, mineral
oils, hydrochloric and
nitric acids, metallurgy,
electroplating.

polyester, alkyd and maleic
resins, food additives, engine
oils, insecticides, herbicides,
fungicides, plasticizers.
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OPERATIONS
GRI G4-6, G4-8

CAMAÇARI

Bahia

SP

VÁRZEA
PAULISTA

Campinas
Airport

Santos Port
São Paulo
Airport

Salvador
Salvador
Airport

Aratu Port

Rio de janeiro
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Net income:
• 87% in the domestic market
• 13% in exports

GRI G4-6, G4-8

EXPORTS BREAKDOWN BY
CONTINENT

4%
North
America

2%
Asia

5%
South
America

1%
Europe

1%
Africa

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
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In 2014 we
strengthened our
controls with a new
ERP system and trained
our employees in the
anticorruption law and
competitive practices

In 2014, we continued improving the tools
supporting our corporate governance model
with a view to increasing our management
efficiency. Having completed the implementation of a new integrated management
system (ERP), we now have more robust processes for our administrative, commercial,
financial, industrial and logistic activities.
We also intensified our use of the Conduct
Hot List, a tool whereby anyone inside or outside our facilities, protected by anonymity,
can report any nature of deviations. Reports
can be submitted by telephone, e-mail or letter. All reports received are examined, and,
if confirmed, corrective measures are taken.
We consider this to be an important initiative for strengthening our values among our
employees, comprising safety, responsibility,
ethics and sustainability. GRI G4-49, G4-57, G4-58

Annual
Sustainability Report

Another action was the training of all employees in the anticorruption law and sales
employees in competitive practices. For us,
our internal teams’ knowledge of the appropriate procedures is indispensable for them
to conduct themselves in an ethical manner,
especially in an industry where companies
sell to and buy from each other and compete
amongst themselves.

GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
GRI G4-34

Our governance structure is composed of
the Management Board, the Board of Directors and the People and Governance, Strategy and Innovation, Audit and Risk Management, and Disclosure committees. The
Advisory Committees meet periodically, and
their meetings are attended by external consultants and auditors.
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GRI G4-34

ELEKEIROZ CORPORATE GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
NON-BY-LAW-MANDATED
ADVISORY COMMITTEES
SHAREHOLDERS’
MEETING

PEOPLE AND GOVERNANCE
COMMITTEE

MANAGEMENT
BOARD

STRATEGY AND INNOVATION
COMMITTEE

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

AUDIT AND RISK
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

DISCLOSURE COMMITTEE

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL
AUDITS
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MANAGEMENT BOARD
GRI G4-34

We intensified
the use of the
Conduct Hot Line,
whereby anyone can
anonymously report
any deviations by
telephone,
mail or e-mail

The Management Board is our highest governance body, consisting of seven members,
two of whom being independent (29%), and its
mission is to preserve the interests of all Elekeiroz shareholders, focusing on value creation.
Accordingly, it is incumbent upon this body
to create a strategic plan that will maximize
the return on investments and to monitor the
Board of Director’s economic, social and environmental performance and related impacts,
risks and opportunities. To develop and improve
the Management Board’s knowledge of these
themes, the advisory committees and the results of internal and external audits conducted by specialized firms are all at their disposal.
GRI G4-35, G4-41, G4-42, G4-43, G4-45

Its chairman and other members do not hold
any executive position at the company and
are elected at the Shareholders’ Meeting for a
one-year term of office, with the possibility of
reelection. It is up to the People and Governance
Committee to select the independent members
of the Management Board. In that process, it is
compulsory to assess its prospective members’
experience in outlining economic and financial
strategies in connection with the concept of
sustainability and with environmental issues
involving the consumption and conservation of
natural resources, involvement in social issues,
such as labor practices and occupational health
and safety, familiarity with corporate governance tools and the election and removal of the
Board of Directors appointed under the Company’s by-laws and of independent auditors, and
experience with the creation and removal of
committees. The Management Board conducts
a formal self-assessment annually, covering the
activities carried out in each period and their
environmental, social and economic aspects.
GRI G4-39, G4-40, G4-44

Meetings of the Management Board are held
monthly and cover all themes deemed relevant, as well as the demands received from
stakeholders through the Investor Relations department. As of December 31st, 2014 the Management Board membership was as follows:
GRI G4-37, G4-38, G4-45, GRI G4-47

Chairman

Rodolfo Villela Marino

Deputy Chairman

Olavo Egydio Setubal Júnior

Members

César Suaki dos Santos
independent member

Henri Penchas

Reinaldo Rubbi
Ricardo Egydio Setubal
Rogério Manso da Costa Reis
independent member

Deputy Members

Paulo Setubal Neto
Ricardo Villela Marino
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29%

Total independent
members of the
Management Board

21%

Reduction of
potential risks

We have a
framework of
Committees
advising the
Management
Board to ensure a
close monitoring
of all key business
variables

ADVISORY COMMITTEES
GRI G4-34

Audit and Risk Management
GRI G4-34, G4-46, G4-49, G4-50

The main roles of the Audit and Risk Management Committee are to assess the effectiveness of internal control and risk management
systems, evaluate the quarterly and annual
reviews of financial statements conducted by
independent auditors, and review internal audit reports. GRI G4-47
Regarding the internal audit work done in
the course of the year, this Committee paid
special attention to the topics contained in
the risk matrix, which contemplates strategic, operational, financial, regulatory and
governance risks, as well as risks associated
with the business model and the political
and economic environment. Action plans are
generated for all identified issues, with designated owners and implementation deadlines to mitigate the relevant risks.
The risk matrix contains 63 potential risks,
and the Audit Committee pays special attention to those risks which are rated as high in
view of their levels of materiality (impact)
and exposure (vulnerability). GRI G4-50

At the end of 2014, 11 risks had been rated
as high, representing 17 percent of all risks,
which demonstrates a 21-percent reduction
over the previous year, when 14 of them were
considered high risks. GRI G4-50
The Audit Committee periodically reports to the Management Board, keeping the highest management up to
speed on the risk management activity.
GRI G4-45, G4-49, G4-50

Strategy and Innovation
GRI G4-34

The primary mission of the Strategy and Innovation Committee is to define measures
and actions focusing on greater shareholder value creation. It monitors and analyzes
the market and technology trends of the
chemical industry in Brazil and worldwide,
assessing their impacts on our business and
identifying acquisition, merger and product
development opportunities.

People and Governance

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The duties of this committee include keeping our ethical principles and values up-todate, mapping profiles of professionals with
potential to become Management Board
members, setting guidelines pertaining to
targets, structuring assessment processes,
and periodically applying them to monitor
the performance of those professionals. It
is also incumbent upon this committee to
outline the overall employee compensation policy and monitor mood survey results and the Company’s leadership style.

The Board of Directors is responsible for carrying out the short-, mid- and long-term strategic plans for their respective areas based
on guidelines issued by the Management
Board, always in compliance with economic, environmental and social requirements.
Directors are elected by the Management
Board for a term of one year and can be reelected. As of December 31st, 2014 the membership of the Board of Directors was as follows: GRI G4-40

GRI G4-34

GRI G4-38, G4-52, G4-53

GRI G4-34, G4-36

President, CEO and
Director of Investor Relations
Marcos Antonio De Marchi
Sales Director
Carlos Calvo Sanz
Director of Manufacturing
Elder Antônio Martini
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Our commitments
to employees are
set forth in our
Code of Ethics and
Conduct

COMMITMENTS
GRI G4-15, G4-16

We are signatories to agreements, partnerships and commitments relating to governance, ethics and sustainable business
development. Of all entities in which we participate, we highlight the following:
razilian Chemical Industry Association
B
(Abiquim), where we actively participate in
all theme commissions with a view to fostering sustainable development in the industry, while having a representative on the
entity’s Board of Directors.
 e are signatories to the Responsible Care ProW
gram, an initiative carried out by the Brazilian
and global chemical industry with a view to
demonstrating the industry’s voluntary commitment to continuously improve its health,
safety and environmental performance.

 e have a seat at the management board of
W
the Latin American Association for Composite
Materials (known for short in Portuguese as
Almaco), whose mission is to represent and
to promote and strengthen the development
of the composites industry, which supplies
products to the automotive, ship-building
and construction industries, amongst others.
 e also work in partnership with Childhood
W
Brazil, which is allied to the Ethos Institute
of Companies and Social Responsibility, as
a signatory to the Business Compact for the
Na Mão Certa program, designed to ban
child prostitution from Brazilian highways
by providing professional drivers with guidance and training.
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GRI G4-15, G4-16

 e are members of the Camaçari Industrial
W
Investment Committee (Cofic); the Mutual
Assistance Plan (PAM, the initials in Portuguese) initiative; the Industrial Safety and
Environment Commission (Cosima, the abbreviation in Portuguese); the Association
of Port Users of Bahia (known for short in
Portuguese as Usuport); and the North Bay
Area’s River Basins Committee (CBHRN, the
initials in Portuguese).
 ince 2012, we have been affiliated with the
S
National Research and Development Association of Innovative Businesses (known for
short in Portuguese as Anpei), where we
have two representatives.
 e work in partnership with local governW
ments with a view to aligning our growth
with the development of those regions
where are sites are located.

CODE OF ETHICS

GRI G4-49, G4-56, G4-57, G4-58, G4-DMA

COMPLIANCE, G4-DMA PROCUREMENT PRACTICES

The Code of Ethics and Conduct contributes
to establishing a respectful and transparent
relationship standard with a view to guiding
us according to our Values and Ethical Principles. In this regard, it specifies our commitments to society, particularly our employees,
customers, consumers and suppliers, and the
standards of conduct employees are expected to show in performing their personal and
professional duties. Its provisions set forth the
expected posture at the workplace, in the performance of duties, in stakeholder relationships, and in any activities with governmental
authorities, as well as care for preserving the
environment and acting responsibly concerning the local communities where we operate.

In 2014, the entire safety team was provided
with training in the code. GRI G4-HR7
According to our code, we are against all
forms of discrimination based on race,
gender, political preferences, sexual orientation, religion and physical disability,
amongst other things. The Code is managed by the People and Governance Committee, which is responsible for monitoring
compliance therewith.
Any ethical conflicts, conduct deviations
and reports of noncompliance with the
Code must be communicated to the Chief
Executive Officer by the following channels:
by e-mail to disk.conduta@elekeiroz.com.
br; by telephone at (11) 3179-7711, or by letter
sent to Avenida Paulista, 1938, 5º andar, Cerqueira Cesar, São Paulo (SP), CEP 01310-942.
By all contact channels available, the person reporting an incident may either identify himself/herself or remain anonymous.
Secrecy and confidentiality are assured. On
occasion, a face-to-face meeting may be requested, in which case it will happen at a reserved location.

We seek to work in
partnership with
local governments in
order to contribute to
social and economic
development in the
regions where
we operate
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HEALTH, SAFETY AND
ENVIRONMENT POLICY

GRI G4-DMA OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

We are signatories to the Responsible Care
Program, which is carried out by the International Council of Chemical Associations globally and by Abiquim in Brazil.
Updated in 2013, the Health, Safety and Environment Policy is underpinned by the permanent search for appropriate health and
safety conditions, preservation of the environment, and a harmonious coexistence
with neighboring communities. This policy is
governed by ten principles
 ealth, safety and the environment are to be
H
considered non-negotiable priorities.
 especting and committing to these values
R
is the duty of all officers, employees, contractors and anyone else present in the facilities.

We consider the
health and safety
of our employees
and respect for the
environment to
be non-negotiable
priorities

 ll incidents and accidents must be believed
A
to be avoidable.
 ny risks of the operation must be permaA
nently identified, assessed and controlled,
with special attention to equipment and
process change management.
 he material and personal resources must be
T
provided which are required for safely performing all tasks and effectively controlling
any unexpected and emergency situations.
et and demand compliance with strict
S
work standards, continuously monitoring
existing processes and activities.
 ualify, train and raise awareness among
Q
employees concerning Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) procedures in place, establishing that adherence to these procedures is
considered a condition to employment.
Comply with the laws and keep any commitments made voluntarily, such as the Responsible Care Program, constantly seeking to
adopt the state of the art in HSE regulations
and practices.
 he responsible use of natural resources
T
is to be considered a fundamental part
sof the commitment to sustainable business development.
ransparent communication channels are
T
to be established which convey the relevant
HSE information to all parties concerned.
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MATERIAL ACT OR FACT
DISCLOSURE POLICY

The Disclosure Committee, as an advisory
body of the Board of Directors, is responsible for enforcing the stipulations of the Securities Commission (CVM) concerning the
disclosure of information to outside publics.
The Committee advises the Director of Investor Relations in his assessment of events, ensuring that all information that is relevant to
investors is widely disclosed.

RISK MANAGEMENT
GRI G4-2

We are exposed to risks that can affect our
results and shareholder value creation. For
this reason, we permanently monitor any
factors that can have negative impacts,
taking measures and using tools that are
capable of either averting them or minimizing their effects. Highlighted below are
the main risks to which we are exposed:

Our
commitment
to sustainable
development
includes the
responsible use
of natural
resources
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We make
resources
available to
ensure safety
in all activities
performed by
employees

Strategic

Restriction on use of products: There are no
conclusive studies of the effects of phthalate plasticizers on human health, but there
are countries, especially in Europe, which
restrict the use of products with this type
of plasticizer – such as toys and packaging
materials, for example. There is a possibility that other countries, including Brazil, may take similar measures. To protect
ourselves from this risk, we are prepared to
provide new products that are not subject
to such restrictions in the marketplace.

Operational

GRI G4-DMA OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

Dependence on suppliers: The Camaçari
site, Bahia, is connected by pipelines to the
local petrochemical plant and natural gas
supplier. Any failure or interruptions in our
suppliers’ plants may result in shortage of
such materials and thus compromise production. These risks are mitigated by contracts that assure our supply and by supply
chain management activities carried out in
conjunction with key suppliers.
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Accidents involving products and processes:
The operations of chemical manufacturers are
exposed to risks of accidents like fire, explosion
and leakage of utilities and products, which
may cause damage to our employees’ health,
as well as property damage. In addition to having preventive measures in place under the Responsible Care Program of the Brazilian Chemical Industry Association (Abiquim), we seek to
reduce the likelihood of accidents by adopting
the Hazard and Operability Studies (Hazop)
methodology in order to identify any operating
process vulnerabilities and take measures to
address them.
We only contract with carriers who have the
SASSMAQ (Safety, Health, Environment and
Quality System) certificate, and we inspect
100 percent of the vehicles that carry our products. For last year, no transportation accidents
involving product leakage were reported.
GRI G4-EN30, G4-DMA TRANSPORTATION

All of our products are labeled and provided
together with chemical MSDSs (Material Safety Data Sheets) in accordance with the standards issued by the Brazilian Association for
Technical Standards (ABNT). MSDSs provide
information on several safety, health and environment-related aspects of chemicals (substances or mixtures) as a way of communicating knowledge, recommendations on hazards,
potential risks considering the intended uses
of such chemicals, protective measures,
and actions for emergency situations.
GRI G4-PR1, G4-PR3, G4-DMA CUSTOMER HEALTH AND SAFE-

TY, G4-DMA PRODUCT AND SERVICE LABELING

ROAD TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENTS
(per 10.000 trips)
1.26
0.96

0.96

0.96

2011

2012

2013

1.00

0.97

2014

Elekeiroz
average

Financial

Exchange Rate: We do business internationally and run the risk of exposure to certain
foreign currencies, particularly the US dollar.
To drive the related impact down to acceptable levels, it has been our policy to keep our
exposure to assets and liabilities in foreign
currencies, essentially arising out of imports
and exports, at close levels to reduce the impact of any abrupt fluctuations in foreign exchange rates.
Competition and pricing: The Company faces
competition with Brazilian and international
producers, and the prices for most of our products are set based on international markets.
Any increase in this competition or unbalance
between supply and demand could force us to
lower prices, thereby hurting our results. On
the other hand, increased competition encourages us to carry on with the innovation and
new product development process.

For a comprehensive view of the risks involved in our
operation, we recommend reading chapter 4 of the
Reference Form available from our website, the Securities
Commission, and BMF&Bovespa.

Abiquim
average

STRATEGY
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In 2014 we
renewed our Vision,
Mission and Value
statements and
completed our
strategic planning
cycle

We completed our strategic planning cycle
in 2014, which renewed our Mission, Vision
and Value statements and set three strategic
development axes:
 ecoming a solution provider: having innoB
vation and market orientation as the pillars
of sustainable value creation.
 ompetitiveness through renewables: takC
ing advantage of the existing natural resources available in the country to develop
a more sustainable chemistry.
 aximizing energy efficiency: to adjust the
M
organization to the current and future context of Brazil’s energy matrix and availability
of water resources, seeking to reduce consumption and generate surpluses for sale.
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Based on these development axes, we prioritized 14 actions to be translated into projects
with designated owners, targets and timetables with a view to achieving the vision
of being the regional leader in our business
segments, and made preparations to utilize
the strengths we have amassed through our
extensive experience as a producer and our
supplier and customer relationships.

MARKET ENVIRONMENT

By expanding our portfolio and becoming a
solution provider to our customers, we intend to diversify our business and improve
our competitiveness, so that we can be in
better shape to cope with periods of economic growth below expectations, such as
2014. Our short-term actions aim to get more
value from existing assets through continuous improvement and operational excellence. GRI G4-2

INTANGIBLE ASSETS

Having pioneered the production of several
chemicals in Brazil, we have gathered over
120 years of existence a collection of technical, marketing and professional skills that
constitute valuable assets:
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Reliability and solidity

We are recognized as a reliable supplier of
chemicals and petrochemicals in both the domestic and international markets, exporting
our products to more than 30 countries, some
of which have strict regulatory restrictions in
place, such as those in the European Union.

Innovation

Innovation is one of the vectors in our business plan. The Research, Development and Innovation department has undergone a major
restructuring process over the past few years
and emerged more robust to support the
greater relevance of its activity in the process
of renewing our products and diversifying our
portfolio that is under way.

Four projects stood out in 2014:
(i) Acquisition of an exclusive right to use in
Latin America a butanol and ethanol production technology based on a bio-fermentation process that uses syngas as feedstock,
with no propene required. This is a technological breakthrough project that opens the
doors to the world of biotechnology.
(ii) 
Launch of the EKFLEX 882 non-phthalate
plasticizer, featuring high performance standards and versatility in applications to meet
the requirements of the most demanding
specifiers in international markets.
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(iii) New EKFLEX 2000 line of non-phthalate
plasticizers, featuring performance and
competitiveness, and combining renewables with standard materials in the right
proportions for applications requiring
non-phthalate products.
(iv) New EKFLEX 1000 line of non-phthalate
plasticizers, featuring the right combination of performance and competitiveness for general applications.
At our Strategy and Innovation Committee,
we keep our commitment to the principle
of precaution, which applies to product development, manufacturing and distribution.
Accordingly, before we introduce any new
technologies in production processes or
adopt any new sources of raw materials, we
will systematically assess the risks and potential impacts of doing so on the environment and on human health. GRI G4-2, G4-14

Inside-the-fence power generation

Reflecting our care for preserving the environment and making a rational use of natural resources, we have had a modern system set up
since 1987 that utilizes the heat generated by
chemical reactions from our production processes to produce electric power. This system
allows us to generate approximately 70 percent of all the electric power consumed at the
Várzea Paulista, São Paulo site.

People

Our people are our main asset. We have been
working and focusing on attracting, developing and retaining talents in an environment
that values ethics and transparent communication. In 2014, we invested in leadership training so as to pave the way for our having a staff
of people who are able to tackle the challenges
facing us in this challenging environment.

OPERATIONAL,
ECONOMIC
AND FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE
G4-DMA ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
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Investments totaled
R$64.2 million in 2014

rganic chemicals – domestic market:
O
10% down
Organic chemicals – export markets: 3% up
Inorganic chemicals: virtually stable, down 1%,
in spite of the maintenance downtime at the
sulfuric acid plant for the month of December

For the year 2014, the Brazilian economy’s performance was below all expectations. The chemical industry was no exception, with production
down 4.5 percent and sales in the domestic market down 4 percent over the previous year. The
imports volume, on the other hand, grew 9.3
percent on the same comparable basis, resulting
in a US$31.2-billion deficit in the Brazilian trade
balance, with imports representing 35.7 percent
of the apparent consumption of chemicals.

SHIPPED VOLUME

Under the effects of the economic downturn
that affected the national chemical industry’s performance, we reported a 5-percent
decrease in our shipped volume over the previous year, which closed at 448,000 tons.

Total shipped volume
(1,000 tons)
463

471
448

443

2011

RESULTS

2012

2013

2014

In addition to the unfavorable economic environment, other factors had a significant impact on our financial performance for the period. Transitional anti-synergies of the industrial
gas plant caused an increase in operating costs.
The bonus of this acquisition will come upon
completion of the interconnection between
this plant and our industrial compound, which
is expected for the 2nd quarter of 2015. Events
of a non-recurring nature, the costs of which
added up to R$18.6 million, also impacted the
result for the year.
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MAIN RESULTS
NET INCOME (R$ million)

GROSS PROFIT (R$ million)

1,004.1

104.9

776.7

899.8

NET PROFIT/LOSS

GRI G4-EC1

GRI G4-EC1

935.0

96.2

89.6

(R$ million)

GRI G4-EC1

39.4
14.8

0.5

45.7
-32.3
2011

2012

2013

2014

EBITDA (R$ million)

2011

2012

2014

2011

EBITDA MARGIN (%)

GRI G4-EC1

2012

2013

2014

NET DEBT/SHAREHOLDERS’
EQUITY (%)

GRI G4-EC1

80.5

27.0

2013

8.0%

38.4

3.5%

21.5%

4.3%

9.1%
5.5%

6.4%
-6.7
2011

2012

INVESTMENTS

2013

2014

Investments for 2014 totaled
R$64.2 million and were made especially in projects involving the
adaptation and interconnection
of the industrial gas plant to our
facilities, which add to our competitiveness and product supply in
the local market.

-0.7%
2011

2012

2013

2014

2011

2012

2013

2014

STATEMENT OF VALUE ADDED
GRI G4-EC1

SVA (R$ million)
162
Personnel

87
15
6

Return on debt
54
Taxes, levies and
charges
Return on equity
capital

61

39

69

10
0.5
7

34

80

68
-6

39

7

80
-15
-32

2011

2012

2013

2014

For 2014, we had a 76-percent drop in total value added. Nevertheless, we succeeded in keeping up the amounts paid out to employees,
with only a 1-percent decrease in direct compensation, which was
offset by a 9-percent increase in benefits and 8-percent increase in
FGTS (unemployment compensation fund) payments.
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MARKET SHARE

Elekeiroz

Other domestic
producers

1%

Imports

47%

99%

11%
89%

53%

OCTANOL

BUTANOL

22%
78%

2-ETHYL
HEXANOIC ACID

ISOBUTANOL

2%
46%

47%

52%

53%

PHTHALIC
ANHYDRIDE

MALEIC
ANHYDRIDE

6%
55%
39%

PLASTICIZERS

POLYESTER
RESINS

91%

91%

97%

9%

9%

3%

FORMALDEHYDE
AND UF
CONCENTRATE

SULFURIC ACID

PERSONNEL
RELATIONSHIP
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Passion for
Performance
and Sense of
Urgency are
the priorities
that we seek to
strengthen in
the company
culture

The Human Resources department underwent important changes in the context of
our strategic repositioning. At the review
of our values, we elected two priority topics to be reinforced in the Company’s culture: Passion for Performance, and Sense
of Urgency.
Passion for Performance translates the
importance of achieve the targets set,
both corporate and individual, and the
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importance of self-development and continuous improvement.
With Sense of Urgency, the goal is to encourage a behavior of not postponing
things that can be done right now and understanding that we need to generate consistent, sustainable results as urgently we
can, always with quality, safety and attention to the right timing for our initiatives.
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2014

W

FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES
(INDEFINITE TERM)

78
37
115

PART-TIME EMPLOYEE
(FIXED TERM)

0
0
0

TOTAL EMPLOYEES

78
37
115

THIRD-PARTY
CONTRACTORS

28
16
44

10
4
14

INTERNS

5
2
7

447
602
1,049

TOTAL WORKFORCE
(EMPLOYEES + THIRD
PARTIES + INTERNS)

111
55
166

PERSONNEL PROFILE

At the close of 2014 we had 1,215 workers, including
employees, contractors and interns, 1,049 of whom
were men, and 166 women. Please find below more
details of our personnel. GRI G4-10

M

SOUTHEAST
NORTHEAST
TOTAL

320
278
598

TOTAL EMPLOYEES

325

TOTAL WORKFORCE (EMPLOYEES + THIRD
PARTIES + INTERNS)

657

SOUTHEAST
NORTHEAST
TOTAL

CAMAÇARI

SOUTHEAST
NORTHEAST
TOTAL

1
10
11

321
288
609

TOTAL
EMPLOYEES

399

SOUTHEAST

TOTAL WORKFORCE (EMPLOYEES +
THIRD PARTIES + INTERNS)

NORTHEAST

558
VÁRZEA
PAULISTA

TOTAL
EMPLOYEES

724

TOTAL WORKFORCE
(EMPLOYEES + THIRD
PARTIES + INTERNS)

1,215

TOTAL

SOUTHEAST
NORTHEAST
TOTAL

SOUTHEAST
NORTHEAST
TOTAL

116
310
426

Employees are engaged under the Brazilian Labor Code (known by the acronym CLT), and negotiations
on labor rights are conducted collectively through the unions for the worker categories.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

We took a series of initiatives in 2014 to
foster the professional development of our
employees. We emphasized the leadership
training program, which is directed at people management, in order to improve the
conditions for employees to better realize
their potentials. We provided industrial
operator training courses with 200 hours
of class, including such disciplines as Portuguese, Mathematics and Chemistry. We
also provided maintenance and production
employees with training in Total Productive
Maintenance (TPM), focusing on reducing
waste and increasing efficiency.

COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS

The compensation model for officers is set
forth in the Company’s By-Laws and composed of the compensation proper (fixed
pay with an overall amount approved at the
Shareholders’ Meeting) and profit-sharing
(variable pay). GRI G4-51, G4-52
The purpose of the compensation and profit-sharing policy is to attract, reward and encourage officers in the conduct of business,
while contributing to the achievement of
strategic targets. The variable pay is determined based on economic results and individual targets. For 2014, the salary for the
highest position was 22 times higher than
the average for the other employees. The
percentage raise in the highest compensation was equivalent to 80 percent of the
average raise in the other salaries. GRI G4-51,

G4-54, G4-55

For the other employees, salary negotiations
are collective, with agreements signed between the company and the unions for the
worker categories representing our personnel. The provisions of the CLT are fully observed, and additional benefits are offered,
such as healthcare, life insurance, and supplementary pension plans. GRI G4-51, G4-52
The supplementary pension plan, which is a
defined-contribution scheme, is provided to all
employees, who can participate by means of
Fundação Itaúsa Industrial, a non-profit private
pension entity which plays the role of establishing and managing pension plans, complementary income schemes and other benefits
in the nature of social security. GRI G4-EC3

We provide all
employees with
a Supplementary
Pension Plan
managed by
Fundação Itaúsa
Industrial

STAKEHOLDER
RELATIONSHIP
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In 2014, the customer
satisfaction survey
resulted in an average
rate of 4.3 out of a
maximum of 5.0

We seek to keep a relationship of trust and
transparency with our stakeholders, consisting
of customers, suppliers, governments, and the
communities surrounding our facilities.

CUSTOMERS

GRI G4-PR5, G4-DMA PRODUCT AND SERVICES LABELING

We have established permanent communications with our customers, which is something indispensable for us to know what their
needs are and detect any flaws in our service
or products, and also contributes to our monitoring market opportunities and improving
our relationships, the quality of our products,
and the composition of our portfolio.
In addition to personal contacts and the telephone and e-mail communication channels,
we conduct satisfaction surveys that reach at
least 80 percent of our customers.
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For the 2014 survey, which included questions
about corporate image, business relationship,
technical service, lead times, quality and innovation, the feedback we got was a satisfaction
level to the tune of 50 percent. The survey was
conducted by product line and took into account the importance that customers attach
to each topic and their satisfaction with it.
Our average rate was 4.3 out of a maximum
of 5.0, which was above our target (4). We
stood out for the items Quality and Technical
Service, with a 4.4 average each.
For the items that were rated below our targets, we created Action Plans for our work
with the relevant customers.
In 2014, for example, we found dissatisfaction
with our logistics and distribution, which referred especially to weight differences, and
that led us to take action to adjust the equipment involved.
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SUPPLIERS
GRI G4-12

Being a producer of second- and third-generation intermediate petrochemicals, we
buy our main raw materials from petrochemical plants. At the Camaçari site, the
entire supply of raw materials and utilities,
such as electric power, industrial gases and
water, is accomplished through pipelines interconnected with the petrochemical plant.
The main utilities are purchased under longterm contracts that ensure good supply
conditions. We seek to do business in close
proximity with our major suppliers, looking
for alternatives to improve competitiveness
across the supply chain.

GOVERNMENTS

GRI G4-EC4, G4-DMA ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE

Our decisions are not influenced by any partisan or ideological preferences. We will not
enter into any partnerships or make any
contributions (sponsorships, donations, etc.)
with a view to obtaining benefits, and any
such partnership or contribution must be
in compliance with the applicable laws and
our own corporate guidelines. In 2014, we
received the following benefits and tax credits: PIS/COFINS tax credits on the purchase
of raw materials, in the amount of R$36.4
million; and a tax credit under the Reintegra
program in the amount of R$868,000.
We also received R$267,000 in tax incentives for reinvestment of 30 percent of the
IRPJ (business income tax) payable for the
calendar year 2010, which refer to industrial investments in the area covered by the
SUDENE (short in Portuguese for Northeast
Development Agency).

COMMUNITIES

GRI G4-SO1, G4-DMA LOCAL COMMUNITIES

We maintain close relationships with the
communities surrounding our sites, seeking
to support initiatives and encourage volunteering with a view to improving quality of
life and fostering local development, both
social and economic.

The highlight of our actions for 2014 was our
sponsorship to the Ler Ibama project, which
developed the comic book Vida Livre, um
sonho animal. The purpose of the initiative
was to awaken environmental awareness
in children. The comic books were handed
out at the schools of the Camaçari and Dias
Dávila communities, Bahia, and the Várzea
Paulista communities, São Paulo. GRI G4-SO1
We sponsored Teatro EmCena Brasil, a theatrical event for children and low-income adult
audiences in Várzea Paulista. The two-day
event comprised workshops, theater plays, circus acts, musical performances, and a movie
session. It was attended by around a thousand
people. GRI G4-SO1
We offered two job openings to community
youths, who were given the opportunity to
take the Chemical Process Operator Training course, which was provided internally be
teachers of the trade school Senai, and at the
end of the course, two of them were actually
hired. GRI G4-SO1
We sponsored the Polo de Cidadania campaign, which provided the communities with
healthcare, educational, cultural, sports and
leisure-related services free of charge. In addition, we carried out volunteering actions,
donating winter clothes and toys to charities. GRI G4-SO1
We continued the Visitas Elekeiroz program,
receiving visits from university and trade
school students of chemistry at our plants,
so that they can get a sense of the reality of a
chemical facility. GRI G4-SO1
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We maintained our partnership with Associação Homem de Amanhã de Várzea Paulista to train the entity’s apprentices for the job
market. GRI G4-SO1
We also saved a date for community service during the SIPAT (the initials for Internal Work Accident Prevention Week), which
takes place annually. GRI G4-SO1
In addition to the aforementioned events,
because we understand that risks permeate
our business, we constantly monitor any potential impacts we can have on our neighboring communities, with emphasis on our
monitoring of Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions, risks of fire in our production processes, and risks of product transportation accidents. All of our processes are subject to risk
analysis and have specific actions in place to
mitigate their risks. GRI G4-SO2

NUMBER OF COMPLAINTS FROM
NEIGHBORING COMMUNITIES BY PLANT
1.5

1.5

0.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

2011

2012

2013

2014

Elekeiroz
average

Abiquim
average

During the year, we received three complaints
at the Várzea Paulista site, which is near a residential area. Those complaints resulted from
the sulfuric acid plant going back into operation
and referred to atmospheric emissions. We conducted an investigation, and neither health hazards to the neighborhood’s residents nor damages to the environment were found.
During the
annual Internal
Accident
Prevention Week
(Sipat), we saved
a date to take part
in community
service activities

SOCIAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
PERFORMANCE
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Incident and accident
investigations lead to
learning and continuous
improvement. We use
tools like the Cause Tree
Analysis and Hazard
and Operability Studies
(HAZOP) to ensure the
right methodology is
employed in safety
management

HEALTH AND SAFETY
MANAGEMENT GRI G4-DMA OCCUPATIONAL

HEALTH AND SAFETY

As a chemical company, our business directly involves storing, processing and marketing chemicals, whether as raw materials or
finished products. These products pose different risks in terms of occupational health.
They are all monitored to either minimize or
eliminate the exposure of our employees.
We have implemented a number of important initiatives in the past several years, particularly the application of the Cause Tree
Analysis methodology, for personal safety,
and the HAZOP technique, for process safety.
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The Cause Tree Analysis methodology is
based on an investigation into the origin of
events in order to prevent them from happening again by correcting fundamental
flaws and adopting preventive measures.
The HAZOP methodology, for its part, is used
systematically in all stages of our operations
to identify any risks in production processes
and either eliminate or lower them to acceptable levels through continuous improvement in such processes.
We maintain our Management Safety Tours
(VSH, for Visita de Segurança da Hierarquia)
program, whereby directors and executive
managers meet with employees at their
plants to advise them on the importance of
taking safety measures in their activities and
to hear them about any difficulties and suggested corrections. We have a tradition of
opening all meetings with a debate on safety
and environment, including those chaired by
the Company’s president.
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We have
strict medical
monitoring in
place to ensure
the health of
employees who
handle hazardous
products

At the Várzea Paulista site there are operations
with health hazardous substances, such as
benzene and formaldehyde. However, all possible preventive measures are taken, including
strict medical monitoring, so there is no reported instance of any specific disease relating to
those products. Besides having implemented
an Internal Program to Prevent the Occupational Exposure of Workers to Benzene, we are
a member of the São Paulo Benzene Commission (CEBz). GRI G4-LA7
Our workforce (employees and contractors)
participates in several formal health and
safety commissions, both internal (Cipa, the
initials in Portuguese for Internal Accident
Prevention Commission) and external, especially at Abiquim (São Paulo) and the Cofic
(Bahia). These commissions are composed of
60 employees (4.9% of all workers) and rep-

resent 100 percent of the workforce at both
Várzea Paulista and Camaçari. GRI G4-11, G4LA5, G4-LA8

Agreements signed with unions cover health
and safety-related themes, such as the
Company’s provision of Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) and appropriate training in
its use, the existence and active roles of the
Cipas, periodical medical examinations for
100 percent of our employees, first aid, periodical visits and participation of employee
representatives in inspections, audits and accident investigations, and compliance with
the precepts of the ILO (International Labor
Organization). GRI G4-LA8
For 2014, we recorded three accidents with
leave of absence, all of which were considered low-severity events. GRI G4-LA6
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GRI G4-LA6

ACCIDENTS

2011

2012

2013

2014

7

4

2

3

FR of accidents with
leave of absence

3.3

2.0

1.0

1.5

Accidents without leave of absence

24

18

19

15

11.3

8.8

9.5

7.3

Absenteeism

3.5

4.1

3.5

2.8

Days lost

99

93

87

25

0

0

0

0

Accidents with leave of absence

FR of accidents without
leave of absence

Work-related deaths

GRI G4-LA6

SOUTHEAST

ACCIDENTS - 2014

NORTHEAST

MALES

FEMALES

MALES

FEMALES

Accidents with leave of absence

1

0

2

0

Accidents without leave of absence

8

2

5

0

11.5

10.6

7.1

0.0

14

0

11

0

FR of accidents
Days lost
FR: Frequency Rate

FREQUENCY OF ACCIDENTS WITH LEAVE OF ABSENCE
(per million hours of exposure)

3.3

2.2

1.5

1.9

1.9

Elekeiroz
average

Abiquim
average

1.0

2011

2012

2013

2014

70 percent of all
electric power
consumed at the
Várzea Paulista
site, São Paulo, is
generated inside
the fence
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SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT

Sustainability management involves all activities and is part of the new business agenda.
We try and improve all production processes in our operations by implementing more
energy-efficient equipment, seeking renewable energy sources, developing a culture
of rational use of natural resources among
our employees, and having a policy in place
for mitigating and treating waste, effluents
and atmospheric emissions. Such actions are
based on the ethical principles of the Responsible Care Program and strict compliance with
environmental laws and regulations.
We are alert to the climate change situation,
and we have carried out several actions to reduce our consumption of natural resources
over the past many years: GRI G4-EC2
 e have had turbines set up since 1987 with
W
convert the steam generated by chemical
reactions in our production processes into
electric power.

In 2010, we came in first place at the 5th
Fiesp Water Conservation and Reuse Award
(presented by the Federation of São Paulo State Industries) at our Várzea Paulista
site thanks to the implementation of three
projects that reduced our water collection
from the Jundiaí river by 18,600 cu. m per
year and our liquid effluent emissions by
16,800 cu. m per year, while enabling us to
collect 1,800 cu. m of storm water per year
for use in our industrial processes.
 lso in 2010, we launched a comprehensive
A
line of resins that use raw materials from renewable sources and recycling, saving up to 20
percent of non-renewable resources that are
used in traditional polyester resins.
Climate change brings about risks and opportunities that are continuously monitored. The
following table shows the items considered
important at this time:

GRI G4-2, G4-EC2

PHYSICAL RISKS

DESCRIPTION

FINANCIAL IMPLICATION

Reduced availability of water for collection from
the river and use in production processes

Reduced production capacity

Possibility of electric power rationing

Reduced production capacity

REGULATORY RISKS

DESCRIPTION

FINANCIAL IMPLICATION

Change in pollutant
emission limits

Trend towards amendment to state regulations to
reduce pollutant emissions

Increased investments to adapt to
regulations/high operating costs

DESCRIPTION

FINANCIAL IMPLICATION

Chemical process generate heat that can be
converted to electric power that is used internally
or sent to the power grid

Increased revenue

Opportunity to sell products used in the
construction of wind turbines

Increased revenue

Possibility to replace raw materials of fossil origin
with renewables

Increased revenue

Decrease in average rainfall

REGULATORY OPPORTUNITIES
Incentive for alternative
energy sources
Incentive for adoption of renewable
raw materials
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ECO-EFFICIENCY INDICATORS
GRI G4-DMA ENERGY, G4-DMA WATER

Our environmental performance is monitored by eco-efficiency indicators whereby we analyze
our results in comparison to those of other Abiquim member companies. The following graphs
show the positive results we have achieved:
ELECTRIC POWER CONSUMPTION
(kWh/ton of product)
335

INSIDE-THE-FENCE GENERATION/ENERGY CONSUMPTION

335
326

31%

337

32%

28%

28%

22%

326
308

2011

2012

2013

8%

2014

Elekeiroz
average

CO2 EMISSION INTENSITY
(kg CO2 eq./ton of product)
231

2011

235

2012

204

2013

Abiquim
average

276
189

2014

215

Elekeiroz
average

Abiquim
average

EFFLUENT EMISSION
(cu. m/ton of product)

2011

0.9

0.9

2012

2013

2012

2013

2014

Elekeiroz
average

Abiquim
average

WATER CONSUMED IN PROCESSES AND PRODUCTS
(cu. m/ton of product)
2.7

2.8

2011

2012

3.4

3.2

2013

2014

3.0

3.0

Elekeiroz
average

Abiquim
average

WASTE GENERATION
(kg/ton of product)
1.4

1.2

2011

1.1

1.0

2014

Elekeiroz
average

Abiquim
average

6.9

2011

6.4

2012

5.4

2013

4.8

2014

5.9

Elekeiroz
average

7.2

Abiquim
average
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We measure our
environmental
performance using
eco-efficiency
indicators that allow
us to compare our
results to those
of other Abiquim
member companies

Energy

GRI G4-DMA ENERGY

At Várzea Paulista, we have a self-generation system that
generates about 70 percent of all the electric power consumed at the site. At Camaçari, we use process waste oil
to generate thermal energy, which accounted for 35.28
percent of the total thermal energy consumed internally
in 2014. The following tables show our energy consumption: GRI G4-EN6, G4-EN7

GRI G4-EN3, G4-EN4

ENERGY – RENEWABLE SOURCES (GJ)
ENERGY SOURCE

SUPPLIER

2011

2012

2013

2014

Electricity

CPFL

90,949

59,400

45,060

50,717

Electricity

Insidethe-fence
generation

131,429

195,095

190,852

171,397

Electricity

Braskem

369,689

370,389

347,191

365,793

Total GJ

592,067

624,884

583,103

587,907

SUPPLIER

2011

2012

2013

2014

CPFL

8,373

9,286

11,606

17,635

Natural gas

Comgás

78,465

65,642

73,698

64,258

Auto diesel

Petrobras

772

839

663

1,161

Diesel electricity

Petrobras

5,724

1,573

2,585

3,256

Waste oil

Elekeiroz

300,520

325,817

301,398

396,705

Natural gas

Bahiagas

504,062

563,347

401,242

212,451

Elekeiroz

653,380

526,679

418,526

446,362

Total GJ

1,551,296

1,493,183

1,209,718

1,141,828

ENERGY – NON-RENEWABLE SOURCES (GJ)
ENERGY SOURCE
Electricity

Steam

Despite our fall in production for 2014, our total energy consumption level remained stable,
especially by reason of the incorporation into our facilities of the industrial gas plant acquired
in December of 2013. GRI G4-EN5
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GRI G4-EN5

ENERGY INTENSITY = TOTAL ENERGY/TOTAL PRODUCTION
Production (tons)
Total energy (GJ)
Energy intensity (GJ/tons)

2011

2012

2013

2014

501,437

539,326

535,122

500,775

2,143,363

2,118,067

1,792,821

1,729,735

4.27

3.93

3.35

3.45

The total energy consumption outside
the Company, represented by the fuel
spend on transportation of finished products and raw materials, transfer of prod-

ucts between plants and waste disposal,
amounted to 133,604 GJ in 2014 against
143,919 GJ for the previous year, making
for a 7-percent reduction. GRI G4-EN4

Our energy
consumption
remained at the
same level as in the
previous year due to
the addition of the
new industrial
gas plant
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We are
attentive to the
transportation
of products
and publish our
GHG Emissions
Inventory
annually

Emissions

GRI G4-DMA TRANSPORTATION

We operate a catalytic system to control organic compounds and reuse energy by subsequently turning it into electric power at
the Várzea Paulista maleic anhydride plant.
At Camaçari, we developed a project that enables us to recover part of the Greenhouse
Gases (GHGs) generated by our production
process and send it to another company
within the chemical complex via pipeline.
We pay special attention to the transportation of our products, requiring all of our carriers to perform periodic black smoke controls.
In 2014 we carried out a campaign to inspect

that smoke at the Várzea Paulista site within
the scope of Conpet Program. GRI G4-EN30
We annually prepare our GHG Emissions Inventory using a methodology that is based
on the requirements of the Greenhouse Gas
Protocol and the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change. The inventory encompasses
stationary and mobile sources, process emissions, acquired steam and electric power,
trips, waste, and mobile product and raw material transportation sources.
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CO2 EMISSIONS (ton)
SITE
Camaçari
Várzea Paulista
Total

2011

2012

2013

2014

158,367

145,842

129,062

123,657

43,063

62,634

55,907

47,252

201,430

208,476

184,969

170,909

Water

GRI G4-DMA WATER

The Várzea Paulista site is supplied with surface water from the Jundiaí river (collected
with legal authorization), which is not located in a protected area. We currently collect
about 50 percent of the authorized amount.
We also draw groundwater from two artesian wells on the site and store storm water.
All of the water consumed at Camaçi, for its
part, is supplied by the petrochemical plant,

which distributes it to the entire industrial
complex. GRI G4-EN9, G4-EN8
We have an Internal Commission on Water
Saving, consisting of employees from various
departments, which meets on a monthly basis to analyze water resources-related issues
and discuss proposed actions to reduce consumption. GRI G4-EN10

GRI G4-EN8

TOTAL COLLECTED WATER (cu. m)
SOURCE

2011

2012

2013

2014

822,294

912,600

925,558

864,178

25,291

21,487

28,936

28,353

Sabesp

2,042

3,870

3,601

3,449

Storm water

1,542

1,475

968

717

Braskem

1,169,291

1,059,370

983,211

805,534

Total

2,020,460

1,998,802

1,942,274

1,702,231

Collection from the Jundiaí river
Well (groundwater)
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RECYCLED WATER VOLUME (cu.m)
SOURCE

2011

2012

2013

2014

8

0

0

0

Storm water

1,542

1,475

968

725

Total

1,550

1,475

968

725

Recycled water/Total consumption

0.08%

0.07%

0.05%

0.04%

Process effluent

Effluents

GRI G4-DMA EFFLUENTS AND WASTE

The total volume of effluents disposed of in
2014 was 548,004 cu. m. There was no disposal directly into any bodies of water. The
effluents from Várzea Paulista were sent out
for treatment at Jundiaí’s sanitation com-

pany CSJ, while all effluents disposed of at
Camaçari were sent to CETREL, the Camaçari
Industrial Complex effluent treatment plant.
GRI G4-EN22, G4-EN26

EFFLUENTS DISPOSED OF (cu. m)
SITE
Camaçari
Várzea
Paulista
Total

2011

2012

2013

2014

DESTINATION

TREATMENT
METHOD

REUSE

FINAL
DISPOSAL

526,612

387,371

420,170

439,793

CETREL

Activated
sludge

No

Ocean

93,165

93,824

84,374

108,211

CSJ

Aerobic
biological

No

Jundiaí
River

619,777

481,195

504,544

548,004

Waste

GRI G4-EN23, G4-DMA EFFLUENTS AND WASTE

Both domestic and industrial process waste
is collected and disposed of appropriately, in
accordance with the applicable environmental laws. Recycling Commissions are maintained at each of our plants, meeting periodically to review the recycling situation and
propose improvements. For 2014, 3,298 tons
of waste were generated.

Types of waste that are considered hazardous were sent out for co-processing with
energy recovery, in the cement industry, and
burning with energy recover, in the ceramics
industry. We had no reports of significant
leaks at any of our plants. GRI G4-EN24, G4-EN25
Non-hazardous types of waste were sent out
for recycling (raw material for fertilizers) and
to industrial landfills.
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GRI G4-EN23

WASTE – 2014 (tons)

HAZARDOUS

NONHAZARDOUS

1,058

898

971

371

Total

2,029

1,269

WASTE (tons)

2011

2012

2013

2014

0

0

0

685

301

124

127

97

Recovery, including energy recovery

1,925

2,226

2,025

2,029

Landfill

1,535

1,311

1,314

487

Total waste

3,761

3,661

3,466

3,298

Várzea Paulista
Camaçari

Reuse
Recycling

Our effluents
are sent out
for treatment,
and nothing is
disposed of into
water bodies
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SUMMARY OF
GRI G4
CONTENTS
GRI

G4-32

Selo

“IN ACCORDANCE” OPTION – CORE
GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES
GENERAL STANDARD
DISCLOSURES

PAGES

EXTERNAL ASSURANCE

GLOBAL COMPACT

G4-1

6 and 7

No

G4-2

27, 31, 33 and 50

No

G4-3

13

No

G4-4

11, 14 to 15

No

G4-5

12 and 64

No

G4-6

12, 16 and 17

No

G4-7

13

No

G4-8

11, 12, 16 and 17

No

G4-9

12

No

G4-10

40

No

6

G4-11

12 and 48

No

3

STRATEGY AND ANALYSIS

ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE
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“IN ACCORDANCE” OPTION – CORE
GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES
GENERAL STANDARD
DISCLOSURES

PAGES

EXTERNAL ASSURANCE

G4-12

44

No

G4-13

4

No

G4-14

33

No

G4-15

24 and 25

No

G4-16

24 and 25

No

G4-17

4

No

G4-18

4 and 5

No

G4-19

5

No

G4-20

5

No

G4-21

5

No

G4-22

4

No

G4-23

4

No

G4-24

4

No

G4-25

4

No

G4-26

4 and 13

No

G4-27

5

No

G4-28

4

No

G4-29

2013

No

G4-30

4

No

G4-31

4

No

G4-32

4 and 58

No

G4-33

4

No

IDENTIFIED MATERIAL ASPECTS AND BOUNDARIES

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

REPORT PROFILE

GLOBAL COMPACT
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“IN ACCORDANCE” OPTION – CORE
GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES
GENERAL STANDARD
DISCLOSURES

PAGES

EXTERNAL ASSURANCE

GLOBAL COMPACT

G4-34

19 to 23

No

G4-35

21

No

G4-36

23

No

G4-37

21

No

G4-38

21 and 23

No

G4-39

21

No

G4-40

21 and 23

No

G4-41

21

No

G4-42

21

No

G4-43

21

No

G4-44

21

No

G4-45

21 and 23

No

G4-46

22

No

G4-47

21 and 22

No

G4-48

4

No

G4-49

13, 19, 22, 23 and 25

No

G4-50

22 and 23

No

G4-51

41

No

G4-52

23 and 41

No

G4-53

23

No

G4-54

41

No

G4-55

41

No

G4-56

12 and 25

No

10

G4-57

13, 19 and 25

No

10

G4-58

13, 19 and 25

No

10

GOVERNANCE

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY
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“IN ACCORDANCE” OPTION – CORE
SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES
MATERIAL ASPECTS

DMA AND
INDICATORS

PAGES

OMISSIONS

EXTERNAL
ASSURANCE

34 and 44

-

No

G4-EC1

36

-

No

G4-EC2

50

-

No

G4-EC3

41

-

No

G4-EC4

44

-

No

51 and 52

-

No

G4-EN3

52

-

No

7|8

G4-EN4

52 and 53

-

No

8

G4-EN5

52 and 53

-

No

8

G4-EN6

52

-

No

8|9

G4-EN7

52

-

No

8|9

51 and 55

-

No

G4-EN8

55

-

No

7 |8

G4-EN9

55

-

No

8

G4-EN10

55

-

No

8

G4-DMA

56

-

No

G4-EN22

56

-

No

8

G4-EN23

56 and 57

-

No

8

G4-EN24

56

-

No

8

G4-EN25

56

-

No

8

G4-EN26

56

-

No

8

G4-DMA

25

-

No

G4-EN29

No fine was
imposed on the
Company in the
fiscal year 2014.

-

No

G4-DMA

29 and 54

-

No

G4-EN30

29 and 54

-

No

GLOBAL COMPACT

CATEGORY: ECONOMIC
G4-DMA
Economic
Performance

7

CATEGORY: ENVIRONMENTAL
G4-DMA

Energy

G4-DMA
Water

Effluents
and waste

Compliance

Transportation

8

8
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“IN ACCORDANCE” OPTION – CORE
SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES
MATERIAL ASPECTS

DMA AND
INDICATORS

PAGES

OMISSIONS

EXTERNAL
ASSURANCE

26, 28 and 47

-

No

G4-LA5

48

-

No

G4-LA6

48 and 49

-

No

G4-LA7

48

-

No

G4-LA8

48

-

No

G4-DMA

25

-

No

G4-HR7

25

-

No

44

-

No

G4-SO1

44 and 45

-

No

1

G4-SO2

45

-

No

1

G4-DMA

25

-

No

No fine was
imposed on the
Company in the
fiscal year 2014.

-

No

G4-DMA

29

-

No

G4-PR1

29

-

No

G4-PR2

For 2014, the
organization
identified no case
of noncompliance
with any
regulations
or voluntary
codes relating
to the impacts
of products and
services on health
and safety during
their life cycle.

-

No

GLOBAL COMPACT

CATEGORY: SOCIAL
SUBCATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT WORK
G4-DMA
Occupational health
and safety

SUBCATEGORY: HUMAN RIGHTS
Procurement
practices

1

SUBCATEGORY: SOCIETY
G4-DMA
Local communities

Compliance

G4-SO8

SUBCATEGORY: PRODUCT RESPONSIBILITY

Customer health
and safety
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“IN ACCORDANCE” OPTION – CORE
SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES
MATERIAL ASPECTS

DMA AND
INDICATORS

PAGES

OMISSIONS

EXTERNAL
ASSURANCE

29 and 43

-

No

G4-PR3

29

-

No

G4-PR4

For 2014, there
was no instance
of noncompliance
with any regulations
or voluntary
codes relating to
product and service
information and
labeling.

-

No

G4-PR5

43

-

No

G4-DMA

25

-

No

No fine was
imposed on the
Company in the
fiscal year 2014.

-

No

G4-DMA

Product and service
labeling

Compliance

G4-PR9

GLOBAL COMPACT
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CORPORATE
INFORMATION
GRI

G4-5

Camaçari

Rua João Úrsulo, 1.261
Polo Petroquímico
CEP: 42810-030
Camaçari (BA)
Tel.: +55 (71) 3632-7700

São Paulo

Avenida Paulista, 1.938
Cerqueira César
CEP: 01310-942
São Paulo (SP)
Tel.: +55 (11) 3179-7582

Várzea Paulista – Sede

Rua Dr. Edgardo de Azevedo
Soares, 392
Bela Cintra
CEP: 13224-030
Várzea Paulista (SP)
Tel.: +55 (11) 4596-8777

www.elekeiroz.com.br
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